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Our executive teaching program stands out due to its 
efficiency and combination of theory and practice
Basic principles of our executive program
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Time-efficient: Lucerne’s central location allows short journeys to on-side
teaching, combined with digital teaching to avoid unnecessary journeys. No
additional exams or purely theoretical exercises.
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Research-based: Content is firmly grounded in academic research according to
the international state-of-the-art. Our teachers are active in leading research
organisations and have a high level of academic education whenever useful.
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Practitioner-oriented: All content is relevant and directly applicable for solving
real-world problems. Our coaches and mentors with extensive practical
experience support you in transferring your learnings directly to the reality in
your firm.
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High-quality: Teaching by recognised experts only. No bulls**t, no buzzwords,
no idle talk. We strive for top quality and expect full commitment from our
participants.
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CAS in Growth and Transformation: Our flagship course. Maximum of 6
participants. For C-Level executives only. Overview on some of the most timely
levers for achieving growth and transformation, i.e. ecosystems, business model
innovation, advanced analytics or corporate venturing.

4 courses embracing key topics in the area of innovation –
Innovation, ecosystems, growth, and transformation
Course overview*

* All courses to be certified as CAS by the University of Lucerne by the  end of 2020 3

CAS in Innovation Implementation: For all managers, executives, and consultants
assigned to pursuing innovation or transformation initiatives that require
organisational change. We provide the knowledge, methods, and tools for overcoming
internal barriers to transformation and innovation.

CAS in Innovation Management: Provides understanding of all relevant topics in
innovation management. For both seasoned innovation managers who want to
update their knowledge as well as for those without a background in innovation or
management who want to get ready for their new role in innovation.

CAS in Ecosystem Management: For managers assigned to the task of building-
up and managing innovation ecosystems. We provide in-depth understanding of
this new concept and the specific methods and tools for ecosystem management.



IMA @University of Lucerne

CAS in Ecosystem 
Management



The CAS in Ecosystem Management is the first executive 
program on Ecosystems – A key trend in business today
CAS in Ecosystem Management: Overview
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CAS in Ecosystem Management

› The way how companies innovate is undergoing a massive shift: Firms are increasingly trying to innovate not in 
isolation but jointly with other companies in an ecosystem setting

› Ecosystems open-up novel opportunities for innovation, growth, and differentiation. 
› Ecosystems are a new way of doing business – They require new knowledge, methods, and tools
› This course covers all key aspects needed to build-up and manage ecosystems

Profile and content

Curriculum & teaching format
› German or English
› 8 modules in total
› Each module consists of 3 steps:

- Content delivery
- Application on own business, 

supported by peers and mentors
- Final presentation and discussion

to/by mentors and peers

Timeline, effort, and costs Key take aways
› The course starts in Q1 2022, ends

in Q4 2022
› Time effort: 

- Approx. 8 days on-side
- Approx. 16 days online, divided

into sessions of 2-3 hours each
- Additional effort for self-learning

and application (on responsibility)
› Fee of 11.500 CHF per participant

› Certificate of Advanced Studies in 
Ecosystem Management of the
University of Lucerne

› Comprehensive and state-of-the-
art overview on ecosystem
management

› Mentoring by peers and experts
on the application of all content on 
your specific firm situation



The CAS embraces 8 modules over a time of one year –
Three key steps for each module
CAS in Ecosystem Management: Overview on modules
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Understanding the 
concept and 
foundations of 
ecosystems as well 
as the key 
challenges and 
opportunities

Conceptual
foundations

1
Ecosystem
strategy

3

Developing an 
ecosystem strategy 
out of the corporate 
strategy as well as 
defining suitable 
KPIs and reporting 
tools towards top 
management

Building-up
Ecosystems
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Building-up an 
Ecosystem, 
following the 
overarching 
ecosystem strategy. 
This involves 
identification and 
selection of partners 
and definition of 
products and 
services

Management 
and IT Platforms
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Managing 
ecosystem partners 
and integrating the 
ecosystem initiative 
within the own firm. 
Key areas involve 
organisation, 
processes and IT-
structures

Ecosystems require 
new ways of dealing 
with intellectual 
property rights and 
create novel legal 
situations. This 
module discusses 
all relevant legal and 
IP aspects

Legal and IP 
Foundations

6
Culture and
people
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Overcoming the 
cultural barriers that 
occur when people 
from different 
organisations are 
working together in 
an ecosystem 
setting. Also, 
dealing with cultural 
hurdles within the 
own organisation
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CAS in Ecosystem Management

Teaching and content 
delivery (online)

In-depth workshop on content 
application (on-side)

> 2-3 online lessons with 1-
2 hours each

> Additional online 
meetings for answering 
questions on demand

> Self-studies in parallel

Reflection on how to apply content to own firm (2-3 weeks)

Peer and Mentor/ Expert Coaching
> Online or on-site meetings, depending on 

participants’ liking
> Brainstorming on how to apply content on 

participants’ firms
> Discussion about expected challenges 

and opportunities

Self studies
> Reflection on how to apply content on 

own firm and the challenges and 
opportunities

> Experts available on demand for 
questions

> Group works with peers, intense 
mentor coaching, feedback rounds

> Development of final plan on how to 
apply content on own firm

> Development of implementation 
roadmap

Business Model 
Innovation 
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Ecosystem 
initiatives lead to 
novel business 
models. This 
module provides a 
solid understanding 
on this crucial topic

Start-ups and
Corporate 
Venturing
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Start-ups are usually 
involved in 
ecosystem 
initatives. This 
module provides a 
solid understanding 
of how to collaborate 
with and invest into 
start-ups and how 
ecosystem initiative 
can be supported by 
corporate venturing 
activities



In-depth knowledge on Ecosystems based on academic 
research and industry practice
CAS in Ecosystem Management: Teaching and Expert
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Bernhard Lingens

Program Coordinator and
Expert in Innovation and
Ecosystems

Current position
› Member of the board of directors IMA University of Lucerne, Head Area Innovation
› Visiting Professor Aalborg Business School with focus on Ecosystems and Innovation
› Research Affiliate University of St. Gallen
Background/ Education
› Dr. oec. HSG in Innovation Management
› M.Sc. in Management, M.Sc. in Engineering
› Background as consultant at Roland Berger Zurich, PostDoc at Imperial College London, Project Manager at University of

St. Gallen
Experience in Ecosystems
› Former head of Helvetia Innovation Lab at University of St. Gallen, one of the first research labs with mere focus on 

Ecosystems (2017-2020)
› Collaborations on building-up and managing ecosystems with approx. 15 companies, such as Helvetia Insurance, 

Siemens, VZug, Bayer, BMW
› Intense research projects, collecting and analysing approx. 40 case studies of successful ecosystems
› Various consulting projects with leading companies in building-up and managing ecosystems
› Academic research, published in international scientific journals and practitioner-oriented outlets

CAS in Ecosystem Management



For all content-related questions on the program:
Dr. Bernhard Lingens
Member of the board of directors, IMA
Head Area Innovation
Bernhard.Lingens@unilu.ch
0041 78 851 4775

For all administrative questions and your application:
Gabriela Funk
Coordinator Executive Teaching at IMA 
weiterbildung-ima@unilu.ch


